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Legal hindrances to freight integration 
Wouter Verheyen 
Freight integration contracts are carriage contracts where the carrier enjoys a (sometimes 
limited) choice to freely select the means of transportation. This freedom offers great 
opportunities for a more efficient transportation, as the carrier can take into account factors 
that are unknown at the time of the conclusion of the contract. This allows for economic 
benefits, what results in a rise of freight integration in parcel distribution and integrated 
(hinterland) container transport. However, freight integration causes legal uncertainty at the 
time of the conclusion of the contract, both at the level of the qualification of the contract and, 
in case of qualification as a carrier, at the level of the governing carriage law. Consequently 
the legal framework can create a hindrance to the further development of freight integration.   
1. Introduction 
1.1. Problem statement 
1.1.1 Freight integration:  opportunities for a more sustainable transport 
For shippers the means of transportation is often a non-issue.1 The shipper is interested in 
having the goods at the right time in the right place, without any damages to the cargo, and all 
of this at the best possible price. The carrier can offer a better price, by not committing to a 
specific means of transportation, since this allows him to take into account all relevant factors 
influencing the transport costs at the time of the performance of the contract (available 
capacity, quantity of goods to be send to a specific place, extreme traffic disturbance, time of 
arrival of the goods at the (air)port).2 Both these advantages and the support by local and 
                                                 
1 See for example: Ramberg Jan. The Law of Carriage of Goods – Attempts at Harmonization. In: SSL 1973, 
212, 241; Ramberg Jan. Global unification of Transport Law: a hopeless task?, in:  Penn.St.Int’l L.Rev (2008-
09), 851, 855; ZLU e.a., “Study on Freight integrators, to the commission of the EU, Final report”. Berlin 
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2009, nr. 6.  
2 ZLU e.a., “Studie on Freight integrators, to the commission of the EU, Final report”, Berlin 2003, 
http://ec.europa.eu/transport/logistics/documentation/freight_integrators/doc/final_report_freight_integrators.pdf, 
1 [visited 27 November 2014].; Demsey, Paul. The law of intermodal transportation: what it was, what it is, 
what it should be. In: Trans.L.J. 2000, 367, 383-386.  
European governments3 induce the growth of option clauses in carriage contracts. In such 
clause the carrier reserves the right to freely select the means of transportation. A contract that 
allows the carrier to freely select the means of transportation4  is a freight integration 
contract.5  
Freight integration contracts are mainly concluded in case of parcel distribution services 
(option for the integrator to carry by road, rail or air), where freight integration has become 
standard business practise.6  Nevertheless, also in hinterland transportation (option to carry by 
road, rail or inland waterways) and door-to-door container transport (option to carry by rail, 
inland water and short sea shipping.), there is a growth of freight integration.7  
1.1.2 Freight integration:  challenging the legal framework? 
Creating legal certainty is one of the central aims of any legislation. In carriage law, the 
mandatory nature of contract law is even defended by reference to the fact that this would 
enhance legal certainty. In case of commercial contracts, legal certainty requires the 
possibility to predict the possible liability exposure in case of a breach of contract at the time 
of conclusion of the contract. The research question underlying this research is whether the 
current legal framework allows for such legal certainty in case of freight integration. This 
research investigates whether the judge’s decision in case of a possible dispute can be 
predicted at the time of conclusion of the contract. Therefore the predictability of every step 
in the judge’s decision making process in order to establish the applicable regime is analysed. 
As unification in logistics law is limited to some parts of carriage law and even in the fields 
that are unified national judges come to diverging judgements, an additional precondition for 
                                                 
3 See for Europe; Communication from the commission, The EU's freight transport agenda: Boosting the 
efficiency, integration and sustainability of freight transport in Europe, Brussel, 18 October .2007, 
COM(2007)606 final; See for the Netherlands :Topteam Logistiek, “Adviesrapport Topteam Logistiek Partituur 
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[visited 27 November 2014]. 
6 United States International Trade Commission, Express Delivery Services: Competitive conditions facing U.S.-
based firms in foreign markets, USITC-publication, 3678, 2004, p. 2-5; Helm Johann Georg, 
Handelsgesetzbuch: Grosskommentar: Frachtgeschäft, Berlin, (de Gruyter) 1994, 8; OLG Düsseldorf 12 March 
2008, I-18 U 160/07, openJur 2011, 61131. 
7 See footnote 3. 
legal certainty is that parties need to be able to predict the competent court and applicable law 
and, if not, the liability exposure needs to be identical irrespective of the national law 
applicable and the court seized.  
 If there is no legal certainty, the deficient legal framework can create an obstacle to the 
further development of freight integration. Legal certainty is only possible for parties to the 
freight integration contract if the answer to the following two questions can be predicted at the 
time of the conclusion of the contract: first, whether the contract will be concluded by the 
competent court as a carriage contract and second, if the contract is qualified as a carriage 
contract, what carriage law will be applied.   The pertinence of these questions lies in the 
strong diverging liability rules that can be applicable in case a different answer is given to 
these questions.  
If the freight integrator is qualified as a freight forwarder, a non-mandatory, mostly fault 
based regime governs his liability. On the contrary, if he is qualified as a carrier, he is subject 
to a mostly mandatory regime, imposing a presumed liability. In this second situation, there is 
still a great difference when it comes to the compensation under the different regimes: in case 
of integrated container transport, the compensation under the different international 
conventions lies in between 2SDR/kg (CMNI, governing inland water transportation) and 17 
SDR/kg (COTIF-CIM, governing railroad transportation) and for parcel distribution between 
8,33 SDR (CMR, road transportation) and 19 SDR/kg (Montreal Convention, air 
transportation).  Thus, insofar as the governing regime depends on the means chosen by the 
carrier for the performance of the contract, the parties cannot predict the applicable liability 
regime at the time of the conclusion of the contract. 
Therefore, both possible grounds of uncertainty can make it impossible to make an accurate 
estimation of this exposure to risk at the time of the conclusion of the contract and to decide 
upon the appropriate insurance. Due to the mandatory nature of carriage conventions, it is also 
very difficult for parties to contractually create legal certainty if carriage law doesn’t provide 
this itself. Anyway, the additional transaction costs would create a competitive disadvantage 
in comparison to “classic” mode specific transportation.  
 
1.1. Methodology 
1.1.1. Sub-questions 
In order to assess whether the parties can anticipate the judge’s decision in a later dispute, all 
steps in the judge’s decision making process have to be 100% predictable. This is only 
possible if elements unknown at the time of the conclusion of the contract, such as for 
example the means of transportation the carrier used for the performance of the contract, are 
irrelevant in this decision making process. By analysing this decision making process we 
come to the following sub-questions (see table I). 
Table 1Decision making process and research questions 
 
Judge’s decision making process Research question Legal certainty? 
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Can freight integration contract be 
qualified as carriage contract? 
Does consensus exist in different 
countries wither regards to the question 
whether determination of the means of 
transportation is an essential element 
of contract of carriage? 
If consensus OR if competent court 
is predictable at time of conclusion 
of the contract. 
Will the specific contract be 
qualified as a carriage contract, 
taking into account all relevant 
elements from the specific case? 
Is qualification of a contract as 
carriage contract or forwarding 
contract/ contrat de commission based 
on uniform elements that are known at 
the time of the conclusion of the 
contract? 
If consensus OR if competent court 
is predictable at time of conclusion 
of the contract + if fulfilment of 
conditions can be predicted at the 
time of conclusion of the contract. 
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What means of transport was 
used? 
Does the regime applicable to this 
means of transport apply to freight 
integration contracts? 
Do carriage conventions have a real 
scope (applicability depends on way of 
performance of the contract) OR a 
contractual scope (applicability 
depends on means of transport 
contractually agreed upon)? 
Only if conventions have a 
contractual scope. In case of a real 
scope applicability depends on the 
means of transportation, and leads 
to unpredictability in case of 
freight integration 
In case of a 
contractual scope: 
is the condition 
for applicability 
fulfilled in the 
specific contract?  
Is consent at 
the time of 
conclusion 
required? 
Does consensus exist with regards to 
the question whether consent at the 
time of the conclusion of the contract 
is required in case of a convention with 
a contractual scope? 
Only in case there is consensus that 
consent is required at the time of 
the conclusion of the contract.  
If yes: Can 
there be an 
implied 
consent? 
Does a consensus exist with regards to 
the possibility of an implied 
consensus? Are the elements taken into 
account to decide whether there is an 
implied consent predictable at the time 
of the conclusion of the contracts?  
Only if such implied consent is 
based upon elements that are 
known at the time of the 
conclusion of the contract. 
 
1.1.2. Demarcation of the research 
1.1.2.1. Scope of the research 
For the purpose of this research, we distinguish between different types of freight integration: 
integrated hinterland transportation and door-to-door integrated container transportation (see 
table 2).  
  
Table 2 Types of freight integration 
 
Type of freight integration Alternative means of transportation 
Type I Parcel transportation Rail-road-air 
Type II Integrated container transportation Entire transportation: Rail-Road-inland waterways-Sea 
Type III Integrated hinterland logistics Hinterland stretch: Rail-Road-inland waterways-SSS 
 
The ratio underlying this division is that the answer to the central research question might not 
be the same for the different types of freight integration. This is especially true for the 
question whether the relevant carriage conventions are applicable in case of a qualification as 
carrier. For example, the applicability of the Montreal Convention on carriage by air (see 
below)is not predictable at the time of the conclusion of the contract. As air transportation is 
mainly an option in type I transportation, this will only impact legal certainty for this type I 
integration.  
1.1.2.2. Selection of countries 
Freight integration can be useful tool to contribute to the EU’s transport policy to reduce 
congestions.8 As geographical barrier limit the possibilities for a free choice of the means of 
transportation, from a EU context freight integration seems mainly relevant in intra-European 
transportation. The focus in this research lies on Belgium and the four most important trade 
partners (Germany, France, UK and The Netherlands).9 This selection is first of all supported 
by the fact that private international law rules in carriage conventions and EU Regulations 
often refer to courts and legislation country of loading or unloading,10 making thus both 
courts and/ or legislation of Belgium and the relevant trade partner competent/ applicable. 
Second argument in support of this selection is that these countries amount to over 50 % of 
EU transportation, 11 thus allowing for a representative sample of the legal certainty offered 
                                                 
8 ZLU e. a. , “Studie on Freight integrators, to the commission of the EU, Final report”, Berlijn, 2003, http://ec. 
europa. eu/transport/logistics/documentation/freight_integrators/doc/final_report_freight_integrators. pdf 
9 Selection based on the data available at the start of the research: AGENTSCHAP BUITENLANDSE HANDEL, “De 
buitenlandse handel van België in 2011”, http://www. abh-ace. be/nl/binaries/Nota-stat-
buithand%2012m2011_tcm448-175416. pdf. (joint share of these countries amounts to nearly 54% of Belgian 
foreign trade). 
10 See for example art. 31 CMR; Article 33 Montreal Convention; Art. 46 COTIF-CIM; art. 4-6 Brussels I(bis) 
Regulation.  
11 UNECE 2009 data (accessed through www.unece.org) (last +/- complete data at start research): Road 
transportation ex Greece and Malta: 47, 47 pct; rail transportation: 55, 4 pct.; inland water transport: 81, 3 
by EU transport law. A final support for this selection is that all these countries are party to 
the most important international Carriage Conventions (CMR, Hague-Visby, Montreal 
Convention, COTIF-CIM and CMNI (exception: UK)), what allows to examine whether the 
applicability of said Conventions to freight integration contracts is assessed in a uniform way 
in different countries.    
1.1.3. Research method 
Legal research in the field of freight integration is to a large extend lacking. Therefore the 
possibilities for a traditional literature study were limited. The research mainly consists of a 
study of legislation (both international conventions and national law) and an empirical study 
of national case law from the different countries. A treat to the reliability of the research lies 
in the fact that judges in countries that don’t see freight integration contracts as being a 
specific type of contract, no reference is being made in judgements to the fact that the contract 
at stake was a freight integration contract. To overcome this problem, the sample of case law 
was composed not only by searching for freight integration cases in case law directories, but 
also by looking in the party names for companies that standard include an option clause in 
their contracts (for example parcel delivery companies such as FEDEX, DHL, DPD, TNT,…).   
2. Legal uncertainty with regards to the qualification of the contract 
Taking into account the strongly diverging liability regime, it should come as no surprise that 
the capacity as a carrier or rather as a freight forwarder or commissionaire de transport is 
omnipresent in cargo claims. Even though this problem is not specific to freight integration 
contracts, some specific features of freight integration contracts, add to uncertainty on this 
point. A first question that arises on this point is whether a contract with no specified means 
of transportation can be qualified as a carriage contract and whether the answer to this 
question is answered uniform in different countries. A second question is whether 
qualification of a contract as carriage contract or forwarding contract/ contrat de commission 
is based on uniform elements that are known at the time of the conclusion of the contract? 
 
2.1. Can a freight integration contract be qualified as a carriage 
contract? 
                                                                                                                                                        
pct.;51,3 % of cargo shipped by sea was handled in ports of these countries (EUROSTAT, “Sea transport of 
goods”, ttr 00009, http://epp. eurostat. ec. europa. eu) and finally 81,4 % of air cargo was handled in these 
countries (EUROSTAT, “Air transport of goods”, ttr 000011, http://epp. eurostat. ec. europa. eu).  
Some classical authors in France and Belgium argue that the agreement on the means of 
transportation is an essential characteristic of the contract of carriage.12 According to this 
interpretation, a freight integration contract cannot be qualified as a contract of carriage. Some 
lower case law confirms this point of view.13 A vast majority of case law and doctrine, 
however consider the determination of the means of transportation as accessory to the contract 
of carriage.14 As both contemporary doctrine and higher courts recognise the non-essential 
character of the selection of the means of transportation, a strong consensus seems to be 
available and thus there is no uncertainty on this first point. 
2.2. Will a freight integration contract be qualified as a carriage 
contract?  
The answer to the question whether the parties to a freight integration contract can predict a 
later qualification in possible court proceedings depends on whether 1) there is an information 
duty for the service provider to disclose a certain capacity, 2) judges attribute major 
importance to elements known to the parties at the time of the conclusion of the contract or 
rather to 3) the way in which the contract was performed.  
2.2.1. Principle: qualification as a carrier is predictable at the time of the conclusion 
of the contract 
In most jurisdictions, the qualification as a carrier is predictable at the time of the conclusion 
of the contract. The first reason for this lies in the way in which the contract was performed 
(whether the service provider carried the goods himself or rather had them carried) is only 
taken into account when the service provider carries the goods himself.15 Even though it is 
                                                 
12 Rodière, René. Droit des transports terrestres et aériens. Paris, (Dalloz) 1977, 228; Rodière René and 
Barthélémy Mercadal, Droit des transports terrestres et aériens. (4th ed.). Paris, (Dalloz) 1984, 172; Le 
Tourneau, Philippe. Contrat de transport. In: Rép.civ.Dalloz 2007, 2; Fredericq, Louis. Handboek van het 
Belgisch Handelsrecht, Brussel, (Bruylandt) 1980, 174.  
13 Kh. Brussels 30 January 2014, TBH 2014, 926; Vred. Overijse-Zaventem 28 May 2003, AR 01A409 (not 
published) 
14 See for example: Paulin, Christophe. Droit des transports, Paris, (Lexis Nexis) 2005, 196 ; ook Reuschle, 
Fabian. HGB 407 Frachtvertrag. In: Handelsgesetzbuch. (2nd ed.), München, (Beck) 2009, n° 6; ook Putzeys, 
Jacques. Droit des transports et droit maritime. (2nd ed.), Louvain-la-Neuve, (Bruylant) 1989, 127. See also the 
case law cited in the second part of the research, where a qualification as carrier is upheld, even though the 
means of transport was not agreed upon in the contract.  
15 See for the Netherlands Claringbould, Maarten, “De aansprakelijkheid van de expediteur, Over ‘vervoer of 
expeditie’ en gewoonte”. In: NTHR 2008, (55) 56. See for a French case: Commercial court Paris 14 March 
1978, ETL 1978, 742 („La qualité de commissionnaire de transport ne s’acquiert pas par le simple fait de la 
sous-traitance du transport; mais par l’acceptation expresse d’une prise de responsabilité de bout en bout”. See 
for Germany: § 437 HGB; H. MERKT, HGB § 407 Frachtvertrag. In:  Handelsgesetzbuch, 35e ed. , München, 
unknown at the time of the conclusion of the contract whether the service provider will 
perform the carriage himself, the liability consequences of such self-fulfilment of the carriage 
are favourable to the cargo interest.  For parcel services, some of their typical characteristics 
can trigger a qualification as a carrier, namely the consolidation of cargo and the billing of a 
lump sum compensation.16  This is especially the case in Germany, where these elements are 
sufficient to make the service provider liable as a carrier. Nevertheless, these elements also 
play a role in for example Belgium, the Netherlands and the UK.17 A last reason for the 
predictability of the qualification lies in the fact that courts impose an information duty on the 
service provider who wants to rely on the qualification as a freight forwarder.18 In most cases 
the contra proferentem rule, the rule that interpretation is to be made against the supplier of 
the term, is applied only as to divide the burden of proof: the service provider is held liable as 
carrier, unless he establishes that he contracted as a freight forwarder.19 In some cases 
however, the lack of clear disclosure of the capacity of freight forwarder is considered 
sufficient to qualify a service provider as a carrier.20 Because of the vague terms of many 
contracts, the question whether the contra proferentem rule will be applied and to what extent, 
can greatly influence the qualification of the contract 
Even though the qualification rules referred to are mainly praetorian (judge made), in some 
countries legislative interventions have given a specific importance to some of the parameters 
that are also taken into account in other countries. This is done by imposing the carrier’s 
liability on the service provider if the specific parameter is present in the contract. Mainly in 
German law, there are several separate grounds that impose liability as a carrier. That is the 
                                                                                                                                                        
(Beck) 2012, n° 18. See for Belgium art. 5 vervoerwet, Fredericq, .Louis. Handboek van het Belgisch 
handelsrecht, III, Brussels, (Larcier), 1980, 631; Loyens, Jan. Handboek transportrecht, Antwerpen, 
(Intersentia), 2011, 379. 
16 See with regards to cargo consolidation: for Germany:§ 460 HGB; Merkt Hanno. HGB “§ 460 Sammelladung. 
In: Handelsgesetzbuch. ( 35th ed.). München, (Beck), 2012, 1; Rinkler, Axel. § 460 Sammelladung. In: 
Handelsgesetzbuch (2th ed.). München, (Beck) 2009;  Ramberg Jan, Unification of the law of international 
freight forwarding. In: RDU 1998,  5, 8.  
17 see for Belgium: Kh. Brussels 23 November 1983, TBH 1984, 316. See for the UK: Colley v. Brewer’s wharf 
& Transport, KB 5 October 1921, Lloyd’s Rep 1921, 5; Aqualon (UK) Ltd v. Vallana Shipping Corp, QB 17 
November 1993,  Lloyd’s Rep. 1994, 669; QB 12 October 1979, ETL, 1984, 411. 
18 See for a selection of case law: Brussels 11 October 1990, RGAR 1992, 11962 (here, the Court of Appeal of 
Brussels decided that “qui ne fait pas clairement savoir qu’il n’intervient que comme simle intermédiaire sans 
assurer auncune obligation de transport doit être considéré comme transporteur ou comme commissionnaire de 
transport.”); OLG München 21 februari 1992, VersR 1993, 81; Hof ’s Hertogenbosch 7 april 2009, Van Aar / 
Compangnie Europeene de Contruction Stone, S&S 2011, 35; QB 17 November 1993 Aqualon (UK) Ltd / 
Vallana Shipping Corp [1994] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 669. 
19 See for example: Hof ’s Hertogenbosch 7 April 2009, Van Aar / Compagnie Europeene de Contruction Stone 
[2011] S&S 2011, 35; Hof ’s Hertogenbosch 10 December 2002 [2004] S&S 95; Liege 17 March 2005, 
2004RG647. 
20 Brussel 11 October 1990 (1992) RGAR 11962. 
actual performance of the carriage (Selbsteintritt), which is also a ground for liability as 
carrier in the Netherlands,  the billing of a lump sum compensation (Fixkostenspedition)  and 
the consolidation of cargo (Sammelladungsspedition).  However, those elements can also play 
a role in other countries, for example billing a lump sum will mostly not be sufficient for 
qualification as a carrier in other countries.  What is important here is that if a German court is 
seized in a case of Fixkostenspedition, it might accept jurisdiction based on Article 31 CMR 
applying because of the liability as a carrier of the Fixkostenspediteur, in spite of a 
jurisdiction clause referring to another country, regardless of the contract being governed by a 
law that does not contain the concept of Fixkostenspedition.   
2.2.2. Exception: France uncertainty with regards to the later qualification as a 
carrier 
Nevertheless, uncertainties with regard to the qualification of the freight integrator can arise if 
French courts can be competent. Under French law, the freight integrator is very likely to be 
qualified as a commissionaire de transport, to whom carriage laws are not applicable. In 
France, there is first of all no information duty for the commissionnaire de transport,21but 
instead the general rule of “actori incumbit probatio” is applied,22 meaning that the burden is 
placed on the party that makes the argument.   In addition, both the qualification as a carrier 
and as a commissionaire de transport largely depend on the way of performance of the 
contract.23 The weight of this performance of the contract has even increased with the 
comming into existence of the Code des Transports, as this Code established the liability of 
the carrier as commissionnaire de transport. A road carrier is liable as commissionnaire if he 
subcontracts the carriage. Moreover, consolidation of cargo and billing a lump sum 
compensation,24 are taken into account to support a qualification as commissionaire. While 
the lack of material performance of the carriage has no weight in other countries, in France 
the lack of material performance in itself is sufficient for the service provider to be liable as 
commissionnaire.   
                                                 
21 Cass. Fr. 27 November 2007, D. 2008, 11 (summ.) (note X. DELPECHE); Guignard, Laurent. Sous-traitance et 
transport, Paris, (Litec), 2001, 447. 
22 See for example: Cass. fr. 27 November 2007 (2008) D. 11 (In this case the service provider invoked the 
capacity of carrier, in order to enjoy limited liability.); Guignard, Laurent. Sous-traitance et transport. Paris, 
(Litec) 2001, 447; Kerguelen-Neyrolles, Bernadette. Lamy transport tome 2, commission de transport, mer, fer, 
air, commerce extérieur. Rueil-Malmaison, (Lamy), 2012, 5-6. 
23 Cass. fr. 10 May 2005, n° 04-10. 235; Bull. Civ. 2005, IV, n°101; D. 2005, 2293, note Guignard, Laurent. BTL 
2005, 355, note Delbecque, Philippe. 
24 Bazin-Beust, Delphine and Jocelyne, Vallansan. Commission de transport. In: J. Cl. Trans. , Fasc. 612,  14-15. 
See contra a decisive weight of the consolidation activities: Paris 17 May 1996, BTL 1996, 400; see however pro 
such role: Versailles 6 March 1997, BTL 1997, 668. 
At the time of the conclusion of the contract it is consequently often impossible for the cargo 
interest to anticipate the later qualification of the contract. However, the difference between a 
carrier and a commissionnaire de transport is much more limited than the difference between 
a carrier and a freight forwarder. The commissionaire de transport, just as the carrier, takes up 
an obligation de résultat, and is presumed liable.25 Still, the potential qualification as 
commissionaire de transport has important liability consequences since there is no mandatory 
regime applicable to the commissionaire de transport. Consequently, exoneration clauses that 
might be void in case of the qualification of the freight integrator as a carrier might be held 
valid in case of his qualification as a commissionaire.26 On the other hand, when the 
commissionaire de transport did not include a limitation clause or when this clause is found 
invalid by the court, the liability of the commissionaire de transport is unlimited.27 To 
summarize, when the case can be brought before French courts, the liability position of parties 
is very uncertain, even if the contract makes reference to a carriage regime. 
2.3. Legal certainty with regards to the qualification of the contract: conclusion 
The research in this chapter has shown that possible uncertainty with regards to the 
qualification of the contract exists mainly in France. Therefore certainty with regards to the 
qualification would only be possible if parties can have certainty with regards to the 
incompetence of the French courts at the time of the conclusion of the contract. Such certainty 
could under the EEX-Regulation (the EU Regulation regulating the competent court in civil 
and commercial matters)  be obtained by incorporating an exclusive jurisdiction (derogative) 
clause in the contract. An exclusive jurisdiction clause is however not permitted under CMR 
(applicable to carriage by road), COTIF-CIM (applicable to carriage by rail) and Montreal 
Convention (applicable to carriage by air).28 Therefore, insofar these regimes are possibly 
                                                 
25 Cass. fr. 12 February 1991, Scapel 1993. 134; BTL 1991. 218; Mercadal, Bartholomy. Commissionnaire de 
transport, In: Répertoire de droit commercial, 1997, n° 14. 
26 Bon-Garcin, Isabelle, Bernadet, Maurice and Reinhard Yves. Droit des transports. Paris, (Dalloz) 2010, 586; 
Mercadal, Bartholomy. Commissionnaire de transport, In: Répertoire de droit commercial, 1997, 14; Paulin, 
Christoph. Droit des transports. Paris, (Lexis Nexis) 2005, 271; Paulin, Christoph. Réflexions sur la distinction 
entre contrat de transport et contrat de commission de transport. In: études sur le droit de la concurrence et 
quelques thèmes fondamentaux, mélanges en l’honneur d’Yves Serra. Paris, (Dalloz), 2006, (325) 326; 
Kerguelen-Neyrolles, Bernadette. Lamy transport tome 2, commission de transport, mer, fer, air, commerce 
extérieur. Rueil-Malmaison, (Lamy), 2012, n°9 and 104. 
27 Cass. fr. 1 July 1997; Bull. Civ. IV, n°. 217; Cass. fr. 20 January 1998, Bull. Civ. IV, n°. 37; Cass. fr. 16 March 
1999, Cont. Conc. Cons. 1999, n°. 86, note Leveneu; See also for example:. Tilche, Marie. Commission/transport 
où est la différence? In: BTL 2000, 285.  
28 Article 31 CMR; 33.1 Montreal Convention and article 46.1 COTIF-CIM; Antwerp 30 January 1980, RW 
1983-84, 2171; Rb. ’s Gravenhage 23 November 1983, S&S 1984, 114. See also: De Meij, Pelle. Samenloop van 
CMR-verdrag en EEX-verordening. Deventer, (Kluwer), 2003, 158; Hartenstein, Olaf and Fabian, Reuschle. 
applicable in case of qualification as a carrier (see second ground of uncertainty), legal 
uncertainty with regards to the qualification of the contract is possible, whenever transport by 
any of these means of transportation is possible and France is one of the places named in the 
jurisdiction articles of these conventions or article 2 or 5 of the EEX-regulation.  
 
3. Legal certainty with regards to the governing carriage law in case of a 
qualification as carrier?  
In case the contract is qualified as a carriage contract, the question arises whether parties can 
have certainty with regards to the applicable carrier liability regime. Here, we don’t only 
examine whether the regimes can offer legal certainty, as such certainty can only exist in the 
non-applicability of the specific regimes. Therefore, a first question is whether the framework 
is adequate for freight integration. This means that parties can have certainty with regards to 
the applicability of specific carriage regimes. Only if such certainty does not exist, this means 
that not all options that can be used for the performance of the specific contract fall within the 
scope of the same regime, we examine whether parties can have certainty with regards to the 
non-applicability of carriage conventions. Applicability is preferable, because in the second 
situation, this question would again be left to the fragmented national law, likewise adding to 
the transaction costs.  
3.1. Is the legal framework adequate for freight integration?  
3.1.1. Adequateness for freight integration? 
The legal framework is adequate for freight integration, insofar one service is governed by a 
single liability regime. Consequently, in order to be adequate, it is required that all alternative 
means of transportation, which can be used to perform a specific type of freight integration, 
fall within the scope of the same carriage regime. In this article I name the means of 
transportation falling within the scope of an individual regime as the mode of transportation 
of that regime. This is obviously a functional definition. 
In order for a regime to be adequate for parcel distribution, applicability of this regime should 
be triggered by road, rail and air transport. In order to be fit for integrated container transport, 
applicability should be triggered by transport by road, rail, inland waterways or sea.  In this 
article, the means of transportation triggering the applicability of a regime are named to core-
                                                                                                                                                        
Handbuch des Fachanwalts Transport- und Speditionsrecht Köln, (Luchterhand) 2010, 452-453;  Haak, Krijn. 
The liability of the carrier under the CMR Den Haag, (Stichting vervoeradres), 1986, 282; Grignon-Dumoulin, 
S; “Forum Shopping- article 31 de la CMR”, RDU, 2006, 609, 611. 
mode of that regime. The situation of integrated hinterland logistics is, however, somewhat 
special. Here the legal framework can also be adequate if applicability is not triggered by all 
these options, but, if the applicability of the regime that is applicable to the main transport, 
expands to all means that are possible for the hinterland transportation.  This second group of 
means of transportation is named the plus-mode. A look at the Rotterdam Rules could clarify 
the difference between the core-mode and the plus-mode. Article 1.1 provides that “The 
contract shall provide for carriage by sea and may provide for carriage by other modes of 
transport in addition to the sea carriage.”  Consequently, the convention only applies to 
contracts for the carriage by sea (core-mode), but if there is such contract, also other means of 
transportation fall within the scope29 (plus-mode).30 
 
3.1.1.1. Adequateness for parcel distribution and integrated door-to-door 
container transport 
Two types of core-modes can be distinguished. On the one hand, there are regimes with a 
mode of transportation that is comparable to the common meaning of the concept mode. Thus, 
for all different types of infrastructure or sometimes even for a specific type of vehicle31 a 
specific regime is installed, with separate regimes for carriage by road,32 rail,33 inland 
waterways,34 air35 and sea.36 Consequently, the modes of transportation are very narrow and 
are not adequate for parcel distribution and integrated door-to-door container transport.   This 
is the case in international law and Dutch and Belgian national law.37 In French38 and mainly 
                                                 
29 See for example on this plus-mode: Berlingieri, Francesco. Multimodal aspects of the Rotterdam Rules. 
www.rotterdamrules2009.com, 2 [visited 27 November 2014]; Diamond, Anthony. The Rotterdam Rules. In: 
LMCLQ 2009, 445, 451-452; Lake, Michael. Ships, planes, trains and automobiles: how far inland do the 
Rotterdam Rules reach?. In: NZBLQ 2010, 312, 314; Sturley, Michael. Scope of application. In: The Rotterdam 
Rules 2008. Alphen a/d Rijn, (Wolters Kluwer) 2010, 39, 41. 
30 See similarly: article 1.1 (core-mode) and 1.3/1.4 (plus-mode) COTIF-CIM. 
31 The mode of CMR doesn’t expand to all transport by road, but is limited to transport by road by means of 
motorized vehicles. Mainly for sustainable city logistics this can be disadvantageous (See further sub paragraph 
1.3.1.3). 
32 Article 1 CMR. 
33 Article 1 COTIF-CIM. 
34 Article 1.1 jo. article 2 CMNI. 
35 Article 1.1 Montreal Convention. 
36 Article I(b) jo. article 2 Hague-Visby; article 2 Hamburg Rules; Article 1. 1 jo. Article 5.1 Rotterdam Rules. 
37 Book 8 Dutch BW and the Belgian carriage laws are similarly structured to the conventions. 
38 Even though L 133-5 CC and L1431-1 CTF refer to “ transporteurs routiers, fluviaux et aériens.”, there is a 
specific regime for air transport (L 6422-2 CTF). See on this point: Kerguelen-Neyrolles, Bernadette. Lamy 
transport tome 2, commission de transport, mer, fer, air, commerce extérieur. Rueil-Malmaison, (Lamy), 2012, 
616. When it comes to the applicability on contracts by rail, under the old law this was read into the provision, 
German law, however, the mode of transportation is much broader than the classic notions of 
mode of transportation. For example, the regime of §407 and further HGB governs all non-
maritime transport.39 Therefore, both parcel distribution and integrated hinterland 
transportation are governed by a uniform regime. UK Law is in a somewhat particular 
position. Here, due to the lack of specific legislation, national land transportation is governed 
by the law of bailment.40 As there is no specific regime, there is also no specific “mode” to 
which this national land transportation belongs, unlike for carriage by air or by sea.41 Because 
of the lack of such legislation, there is no fragmentation and, thus, no possibility for 
uncertainty in case of contracts with an option to carry by a specific type of land 
transportation. Due to length constraints, the focus in this part will be on international 
conventions and German national law. 
 
3.1.1.2. Adequateness for integrated hinterland transportation  
While the core-modes of international conventions are not adequate for integrated container 
transportation or parcel distribution, some conventions do contain a plus-mode that makes 
them adequate for integrated hinterland transportation. As was illustrated above, both 
Rotterdam Rules and COTIF-CIM, have such plus-mode.42 As this plus-mode expands to 
carriage by rail, road or inland waterways, both regimes are fit for freight integration.  
The situation under Montreal Convention, is somewhat special. There is a plus-mode, but this 
is only a presumption: in case it cannot be established that damage is caused elsewhere, all 
damage that can have arisen during carriage by another means of transport for the purpose of 
loading, unloading or transhipment is presumed to have arisen during the carriage by air.43   
                                                                                                                                                        
but as L133-5 was changed without adding carriage by rail, it can be questioned whether this should still be done 
(Bon-Garcin, Isabelle. Les transports: activités, contrats et responsabilités. In: LSJEA, 8 September 2011, 
1629).  
39 § 407 (3) HGB (“das Gut zu Lande, auf Binnengewässern oder mit Luftfahrzeugen befördert werden soll”) 
40 See for example Bugden, Paul and Simone, Lamont-Black, Goods in transit and freight forwarding. London, 
(Sweet and Maxwell), 2010, 177-182; Mc. Bain, Graham. Modernising and codifying the law of bailment. In: 
J.B.L. 2008, 1-63; De Wit, Ralf. Multimodal transport: carrier liability and documentation. London, (Lloyd’s of 
London Press) 1995, 30. 
41 Schedule 1 to the Carriage by Air Acts (Application of Provisions) Order, nr. 1899, 27 July 2004, part I; 
Carriage of Goods by Sea act, 8 april 1971, s. 1 (3).  
42 See supra title 1.3.1.1. 
43 Article 18.4 Montreal Convention Hartenstein, Olaf and Fabian, Reuschle. Handbuch des Fachanwalts 
Transport- und Speditionsrecht Köln, (Luchterhand) 2010, 555-556; Clarke, Malcolm. Carrier’s liability in 
cross-border air cargo substitute transportation. TranspR. 2005, 182, 183; Hoeks, Marian. Multimodal transport 
including a rail stage since the Vilnius protocol. In: TVR 2010, 1, 6-7; Van Der Vlies, J.F. Vertragswidriges en 
Of course, this plus-mode cannot cause the necessary certainty, because these rules do not 
apply, if it can be established where the damage came into existence,. Especially for 
intercontinental parcel-distribution, this is a major shortcoming. Also Hague-Visby,44 CMR 
and CMNI45 lack a satisfactory plus-mode that makes these regimes adequate for integrated 
hinterland transportation. Apart from article 2 CMR,46 which is not really relevant for freight 
integration, CMR lacks any plus-mode. Even though road transport is often used for this 
hinterland transportation itself, this does not mean that a plus-mode for CMR would be 
useless. Several alternatives for city-distribution are being developed, such as cargo-bikes, 47 
and   -trams.48 The transport by these means of transportation does not fall within the core-
mode of CMR. Because of the lack of a plus-mode CMR is not applicable to this transport. 
Even though the application of the principle accessorium sequitur principale could solve this 
problem, case law seems rather reluctant to widen the scope of conventions by applying this 
general contract law principle.49 Secondly, the application of this principle could add even 
more to uncertainty: the costs of the last mile are often higher than the costs of the “main 
                                                                                                                                                        
vertragsmässiges trucking: vervoer van luchtvracht waarbij het vervoer geheel of gedeeltelijk plaatsvindt over 
de weg. In: TVR 2007, 2.  
44 Due to the tackle-to-tackle-provision of Art. VII HV. See on this point for example Bugden, Paul and Simone, 
Lamont-Black, Goods in transit and freight forwarding. London, (Sweet and Maxwell), 2010, 326; Girvin, 
Stephan. Carriage of goods by sea, 2e ed., Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2011, 258; Berlingieri, Francesco. 
General introduction. In:The Rotterdam Rules 2008, Alphen a/d Rijn (Wolters Kluwer) 2010, 15-18; Berlingieri, 
Francesco. A New Convention on the Carriage of Goods by Sea: Port-to-Port or Door-to-Door? In:  RDU 2003, 
265.  
45 There is a mini-plus mode included in article 2.2 CMNI, however this is not relevant for freight integration. 
46 Art. 2 CMR, see for example Delbecque, Philippe. La convention CMR, les transports superposes et 
multimodaux. In:  RDU 2006, 569, 572-575; Glass, David. Article 2 of the CMR convention - a reappraisal. JBL 
2000, 562-586; Herber, Ralf. HGB § 452 Frachtvertrag über eine Beförderung mit verschiedenartigen 
Beförderungsmitteln. in: Münchener Kommentar zum Handelsgesetzbuch: §§ 407-475h. Transportrecht. 2nd ed. 
München, (Beck) 2009, nr. 55-56; K.F. Haak, The carrier liability under the CMR. Den Haag, (Stichting 
Vervoeradres) 1986, 96. 
47 Maes Jochen  Christa Sys and Thierry Vanelslander. Beleidspaper: Kunnen fietskoeriers een rol spelen in de 
Vlaamse logistieke sector.  Antwerp 2011, http://www.flanderslogistics.be/fietskoeriers/beleidspaper.pdf [visited 
27 November 2014).  
48 Neuhold, Gottfried. Cargo-Tram Zurich – The environmental savings of using other modes. Zurich 2005, 
http://www.bestufs.net/download/conferences/Amsterdam_Jun05/BESTUFS_Amsterdam_June05_Neuhold_ER
Z.pdf [visited 27 November 2014]. 
49 Victoria Sales Corporation v Emery Air Freight, USCA 2nd circuit 22 October 1990, 917 F. 2d 705; 59 USLW 
2261. See also for example: OLG Hamburg 14 August 2004, TranspR. 2004, 402.  
transport”.50 So, one could argue that the “main transport” is, in fact, accessory to the last mile 
or hinterland transport.51 
3.1.1.3. Conclusion: transport law is in general not adequate for freight 
integration 
Even though there are some exceptions, transport law is to a large extend not adequate for 
freight integration. The only exception in international law is the COTIF-CIM plus-mode, 
which can create an adequate framework for integrated hinterland transport in addition to an 
international rail transport. If the Rotterdam Rules enter into force, the same will be true for 
integrated hinterland logistics in addition to sea transport. For other types of integrated 
transportation, however, there is no prospect of an adequate legal framework.  
In national law, some regimes, such as German, English and French law, can offer an 
adequate framework for (some types of) freight integration. The problem is, however, that 
they only play a role, if there is no international convention applicable to the contract. 
Therefore, in order to allow national laws to create an adequate legal framework for 
international contracts, certainty with regards to the non-applicability of international 
conventions to freight integration contracts is required at the time of the conclusion of the 
contract.  
 
3.2. Does the legal framework create legal certainty with regards to the applicable liability 
regime?  
3.2.1. Formulation scope rule impacts legal certainty… 
3.2.1.1. Different scope rules 
Carriage conventions are, to a large extend, mandatorily applicable. Consequently, legal 
certainty is only possible insofar parties at the time of the contract can ascertain whether the 
conditions for the applicability of the convention are fulfilled, or vice versa, that they are not 
fulfilled. For freight integration contracts, the mode specific nature of transport law is, 
however, problematic. If the governing law depends on the means of transportation that is 
                                                 
50 Gevaers Roel, Eddy Van de Voorde and Tierry Vanelslander. Characteristics and typology of last-mile 
logistics from an innovative perspective in an urban context. In: City Distribution and Urban Freight Transport: 
Multiple Perspectives, Cheltenham (Edward Elgar Publishing), 2011, 56-74. 
51 See on this disadvantage of the absorption theory: Hartkamp, Arthur Severijn  and C.H. Sieburgh, “6. 
Verbintenissenrecht, deel III algemeen overeenkomstenrecht” in A.S. Hartkamp and Sieburgh, Carla. Mr. 
Asser’s handleiding tot de beoefening van het Nederlands Burgerlijk recht, Deventer, (Kluwer) 2010, 52. 
chosen for the performance of the contract (I refer to this as a real scope rule), it is impossible 
to establish the governing regime at the time of the conclusion of the contract, unless the 
freedom of choice is limited to means of transportation that all fall within the same mode (see 
the previous question). If however an agreement on the means of transportation is required for 
the applicability of a specific regime (I refer to this as a contractual scope rule), parties can 
have certainty with regards to the (non-) applicability of a specific regime at the time of the 
conclusion of the contract. Finally, also a documentary scope rule, according to which 
applicability depends on the issuance of a specific transport document can allow for legal 
certainty, insofar as parties can agree upon the (non-) issuance of this document at the time of 
the conclusion of the contract. Nevertheless, in order  to enjoy legal certainty at the time of 
the conclusion of the contract, it is required that all regimes with a mode that expands to 
some, but not all options for the contract involved, have a contractual or documentary scope. 
If this is not the case, then still regimes with a real scope remain possibly applicable and can, 
due to their mandatory nature, overrule contractual provisions.  
 
3.2.1.2. Implementation of different scope rules in legal regimes 
Just like on many other points, different interpretations are possible with regards to the nature 
of the scope rule. This is especially the case under CMR. Article 1.1 states “This Convention 
shall apply to every contract for the carriage of goods by road in vehicles for reward.” In 
Belgium52 Germany53 and Holland54, this sentence is interpreted as a single condition, 
requiring a contract with the carriage of goods by road as the object. On the other hand, in 
English case law, this phrase is construed in such a way as if it contains two separate 
conditions. According to this construction, CMR requires a contract for the carriage of goods 
that is performed by road. As a result, freight integration contracts fall within the scope of 
                                                 
52 TNT v. Mitsui Marine and Sony, Cass. 8 November 2004, C.03.0510.N, Arr.Cass. 2004, 11, 1767; ETL 2006, 
2, 228; Pas. 2004, 11, 1741. See also the cases mentioned in footnote 68. 
53 Bahnsen, Kay Uwe. CMR art. 1 [Geltungsbereich. Völkerrechtliche Verbindlichkeit]. In : Handelsgesetzbuch. 
(2nd ed.), München, (Beck) 2009; Thume, Karl-Heinz. Kommentar zur CMR. (2nd ed.), Frankfurt am Main, 
(Verlag Recht und Wirtschaft) 2007, 82; Ferrari, Franco. CMR art. 1[Anwendungsbereich]. In: Internationales 
Vertragsrecht, Rom I-Vo. CISG CMR FactÜ Kommentar. (2nd ed.), München, (Beck) 2012, n° 12; Jesser-Huβ, 
Helga. CMR art. 1 [Anwendungsbereich, völkerrechtliche Sondervereinbarungen]. In: Münchener Kommentar 
zum Handelsgesetzbuch: §§ 407-475h. Transportrecht. (2nd ed.), München, (Beck) 2009, n° 18.  
54 Hof 's Gravenhage 28 November 2007, S&S 2009, 28; Rb. ’s Gravenhage 10 April 2002, S&S 2003, 104; Rb. 
Rotterdam 5 September 2007, S&S 2009, 41. 
CMR, insofar they are performed by road.55 The same is true in French case law,56 however, 
here a freight integration contract is most likely to be qualified as a contrat de commission de 
transport57.  Because of the different interpretations of the CMR scope-rule, the question 
whether legal certainty is possible depends on the competent court.  
Other conventions leave much less space for diverging interpretations. For example, CMNI 
and Rotterdam Rules clearly have a contractual scope. This follows from the functional 
definition of the contract of carriage which is limited to carriage by a specific means of 
transportation.58 Even though COTIF-CIM -similarly to CMR- refers to “contract of carriage 
of goods by rail for reward”,59 the contractual scope rule is supported by the Central office 
explanatory report: “It is the opinion of the Central Office that there is no conflict with the 
CMR in the case of complementary carriage by road. The contract of carriage regulated by 
Article 1 differs from the contract regulated by the CMR, namely, a contract whose purpose 
is ‘the carriage of goods by road in vehicles for reward’”. This, clearly, on the condition that 
the carriage by rail and the carriage by road as a supplement constitute the subject-matter of 
a single direct contract of carriage.” 60 Finally, the preparatory works of the Hague Rules 
indicate that not only a documentary scope rule but also a contractual scope rule was 
intended.61 Moreover, due to its documentary scope rule,62 the agreement on the non-issuance 
of a bill of lading can exclude the applicability of Hague(-Visby) Rules.63 
                                                 
55 Quantum Corp Ltd v Plane Trucking Ltd CA 27 March 2002, [2002] EWCA Civ 350; [2002] 1 W.L.R. 2678; 
[2003] 1 All E.R. 873; [2002] 2 All E.R. (Comm) 392; [2002] 2, Lloyd's Rep., 25; [2002] C.L.C. 1002; (2002) 
99(20) L.S.G. 31; Times 18 april 18, 2002; Datec Electronic Holdings Ltd v United Parcels Service Ltd HOL 16 
May 2007, [2007] UKHL 23; [2007] 1 W.L.R. 1325; [2007] 4 All E.R. 765; [2007] 2 All E.R. (Comm) 1067; 
[2007] Bus. L.R. 1291; [2007] 2, Lloyd's Rep., 114; [2007] 1 C.L.C. 720; [2007] R.T.R. 40; (2007) 151 S.J.L.B. 
670; Times 18 May 2007. 
56 See for example: CA Lyon 21 September 2012, n° 10/08157. 
57 See on page 1 and further. See also with regards to the qualification of freight integration contracts: 
Delbecque, Philippe. Transports routiers internationaux. CMR. Conditions d'application. Contrat. Transport de 
marchandises par route. Nécessité. In: RTD com, 2005, 871. 
58 Article 1.1 CMNI; Article 1.1 Rotterdam Rules. See for example on Rotterdam Rules: Report of Working 
Group III (Transport Law) on the work of its twelfth session (Vienna 6-17 October 2003), A/CN. 9/544, 
www.uncitral.org, para. 70. 
59 Art. 1.1 COTIF-CIM. 
60 OTIF, “Central Office Report on the Revision of the Convention concerning International Carriage by Rail 
(COTIF) of 9 May 1980 and Explanatory Reports on the texts adopted by the Fifth General Assembly”, 1 
January 2011, www.otif.org, 109.  
61 Hill, Norman. The Travaux préparatoires of the Hague-Rules and of the Hague-Visby Rules, Antwerp, (CMI) 
1997, 90-91.  
62 Article I(b) jo. article II HV. 
63 Pantainer AG / Legget & Platt TW Inc, Cass. 15 September 2011 ETL 2012, 31; Pas. 2011, 1952; RHA 2012, 
25, concl. G. Dubrulle; RW 2011-12, 1719 (note J. Loyens). 
The Montreal Convention is the exception to “standard” situations where there is a contractual 
scope rule. Article 1.1 of this conventions, which contains the scope rule, states that “(t)his 
Convention applies to all international carriage of persons, baggage or cargo performed by 
aircraft for reward”. It follows from this, that no contract for the carriage by this specific 
means of transportation is required. 64 This is also supported by the systematic of the 
convention, as the trucking-provision of article 1865 does explicitly refer to a contract: 
“carriage intended by the agreement between the parties to be carriage by air”.  
 
3.2.1.3. ...but also interpretation scope rule plays a  major role. 
Even if all conventions that are possibly applicable have a contractual scope rule, then still 
this does not mean that parties can have legal certainty. The contractual scope rule is 
interpreted in two different ways. The first interpretation takes into account the consent at the 
time of the conclusion of the contract (strict-contractual scope rule) and thus allows for 
certainty. The second one, however, does not, as still the performance of the contract 
determines whether there is a contract for the carriage by a specific mode (real-contractual 
scope rule). 
3.2.1.3.1. Strict-contractual scope rule 
According to the first interpretation, a contract for the carriage by a specific mode of transport 
requires consent at the time of the conclusion of the contract on the use of a means of 
transportation falling within this mode. This interpretation is mainly supported by Belgian 
case law. The Belgian Supreme Court decided in the landmark-case TNT v. Sony66 that the 
requirement for a contract for the carriage of goods by road, is not fulfilled if the contract 
does not specify the means of transportation and it cannot be established from the facts of the 
case which means of transportation parties agreed upon.67  
Even though the Supreme Court refers to the possibility of an implicit choice of mode, 
Belgian case law takes a strict perspective and, in fact, requires the technical impossibility to 
                                                 
64 Versailles 25 April 2006, nr. 05/00001; Bugden, Paul and Simone, Lamont-Black, Goods in transit and freight 
forwarding. London, (Sweet and Maxwell), 2010, 322.  
65See supra on page 7. 
66 TNT v. Mitsui Marine and Sony, Cass. 8 November 2004, C.03.0510.N, Arr.Cass. 2004, 11, 1767; ETL 2006, 
2, 228; Pas. 2004, 11, 1741. 
67 OLG Frankfurt Am Main 11 November 1981, VersR. 1982, 697; OLG Köln 4 April 1986, TranspR. 1986, 
432; Quantum Corp Ltd v Plane Trucking Ltd QB 10 april 2001; All E.R. (Comm) 2001 1, 916; Lloyd's Rep., 
2001 2, 133; C.L.C., 2001, 1192. 
carry by another means of transportation, in order to allow for an implicit choice, making 
CMR applicable.68 Such technical impossibility can exist in cases where the size of the cargo 
does not allow for a specific means of transportation69 or if the necessary infrastructure for a 
specific type of transport is lacking.70 Finally, if only the specific means of transportation 
allows for a timely delivery,71 there can be an implicit choice. On the contrary, the 
performance of the contract by specific means of transportation or the issuance of a specific 
transport document, cannot constitute such an implicit consent. This is because also when the 
means of transportation is not specified, the carrier will eventually have to select a specific 
means for the performance of the carriage. This point of view makes later judgements highly 
predictable and allows for legal certainty with regards to the (non-)applicability of transport 
regimes at the time of the conclusion of the contract. The downside to this approach is, 
however, that it opens up the door for the evasion of transport conventions by just leaving 
open the means of transportation in the contract of carriage. Indeed this a shortcoming of this 
strict-contractual scope rule, but from a commercial perspective, taking into account the 
interests of “bona fide” freight integrators and their contract parties, this approach is the only 
one which allows for legal certainty. 
3.2.1.3.2. Real-contractual scope rule 
Under the real-contractual scope rule, it is held that by the choice of the carrier to use a 
specific means of transportation, the contract becomes a contract for the carriage by the 
specific means of transportation. Here, the consent-requirement is fulfilled by a two-step 
reasoning. First, by leaving open the means of transportation, the shipper gives to the carrier 
not only a factual option to select the means of transportation, but also a legal option to select 
the mode of transportation. This is defended by reference to the general contract law concepts 
of alternative obligations or party decision. This interpretation, which is followed by a 
                                                 
68 Brussels (5th ch.) 16 June 2010 and 2 September 2011, DAOR 2012, 21 (note W. Verheyen) (in this case a 
length of under 100 kilometers was not considered sufficient to constitute an implicit choice to carry by road); , 
N.V. DPD Belgium / P.J. Timmermans, Antwerp 31 October 2011, 2010/AR/875, ETL 2013, 82; TNT express 
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69 Ünam, Samim. The Scope of application of the Rotterdam Rules and Freedom of Contract. In: The United 
Nations Convention for the Carriage of Goods wholly or partly by Sea. An Appraisal of the “Rotterdam Rules. 
Berlin, (Springer), 2011, 87, 90 
70 See the cases cited in the previous footnote and OLG Karlsruhe 18 May 2011, b 18 U 23/10, www.tis-gdv.de. 
71 Rb. Rotterdam 23 October 2013, C/10/ 335273 / HA ZA 09-2001, www.rechtspraak.nl.  
majority of Dutch and German doctrine72 and case law,73 eliminates the difference between 
the contractual scope rule and the real scope rule. 74 This leads to a situation where parties 
cannot predict the (non-) applicability of any regime with a scope expanding to some but not 
all options allowed by the contract, except for Hague (-Visby) with its documentary scope 
rule,  at the time of the conclusion of the contract. 
3.3. Conclusion: current legal  framework doesn’t create legal certainty with regards to the 
applicable carriage regime 
In this title, three grounds of uncertainty were identified: 1) the real scope rule which is 
included in the Montreal Convention, 2) different interpretations of the nature of the scope 
rule under CMR and 3) the real-contractual interpretation of the contractual scope rule, 
mainly in Dutch and German case-law and doctrine. Because of these three grounds of 
uncertainty, legal certainty in case of international freight integration contracts, is to a large 
extend illusionary.  
Due to the first ground of uncertainty, in all contracts with an option to carry internationally 
by air (in practise, such an option exists in almost all international parcel delivery contracts), 
the Montreal Convention is potentially applicable, and will automatically become applicable 
in case of performance by air. As the Montreal convention differs greatly from other 
conventions (higher limits, little possibility for exonerations, no possibility to break through 
the limits), the possible applicability of Montreal Convention has important consequences in 
the field of liability exposure. 
For both the second and the third type of uncertainty, it is relevant what court will be 
competent to decide upon the case. However, a problem here is that CMR and COTIF-CIM 
do not allow for exclusive jurisdiction clauses and put forward several courts as having 
alternative jurisdiction.75 As both conventions are mandatorily applicable,76 jurisdiction 
clause can here only create prorogation of jurisdiction (create an additional forum) but not 
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75 See art. 31 CMR; Article 33 Montreal Convention; Art. 46 COTIF-CIM. 
76 See art. 41 CMR.; art. 26 Montreal Convention. 
derogation of jurisdiction (create an exclusive jurisdiction).77 As a result, it will be impossible 
for parties to predict the court that will decide upon the case later, at the time of the 
conclusion of the contract. Thus, it is equally impossible to ascertain the (non-) applicability 
of regimes at the time of the conclusion of the contract.   
4. Conclusion 
Freight integration is strongly supported by policy makers, even at an EU level. This support 
at a policy level, is however not followed at a legislative level. Even though, when drafting 
recent conventions, draftsmen are aware of legal uncertainty in case of freight integration, this 
does not mean that these recent conventions take a different perspective. This becomes  very 
clear when reading the preparatory works of the Rotterdam Rules, where it says “as to the 
situation where the mode of transport was not specified in the contract, it was stated that it 
could be addressed by courts and that commercial parties should be encouraged to avoid 
such uncertainty in the contracts they entered into”.78 Without necessarily having to redraft 
the entire legal framework, EU legislators should at least give parties to freight integration a 
free choice to choose between any of the liability regimes that are possibly applicable. Even 
though this would to some extend hollow the mandatory nature of carriage law, as parties 
could go “regime shopping”, as the mandatory regimes cannot offer legal certainty in case of 
freight integration, the strongest argument pro mandatory carriage law falls. Moreover, both 
from a liability point of view as from an insurance point of view, it seems advisable that 
parties have certainty with regards to the amount of compensation, even if this is very limited, 
instead of possibly enjoying a compensation of 2 SDR/kg (carriage by sea or inland waters) 
and possibly of 17 SDR per kilogram (in case of carriage by rail). A more far going proposal 
is to have a to have a strong (r)evolution in transport law and to shift from a mode-based 
liability regime to a cargo-based regime. The value of the risk involved in carriage is no 
longer primarily determined by the means of transportation but by the specific type of cargo. 
Therefore, we propose to design specific regimes for parcels, palletised transportation, 
containers and bulk transportation. Such liability regimes could to a large extend be based on 
the Montreal Convention for parcel transportation, CMR or COTIF-CIM for palletised and 
                                                 
77See for an example in case law: Rb. Rotterdam 20 August 2014, Samskip t Stante, 
ECLI:NL:RBROT:2014:7910, www.rechtspraak.nl (Since it was clear from the formulation of the clause that 
parties intended to give exclusive jurisdiction to the court named, not only was the exclusivity not accepted, but 
the entire clause was held void, and thus the court of Rotterdam declined jurisdiction in the CMR-dispute). 
78See Report of Working Group III (Transport Law) on the work of its twelfth session (Vienna, 6-17 October 
2003), A/CN. 9/544, www.uncitral.org, n°. 72. 
container transportation and the Hague Visby Rules for bulk transportation. As the type of 
cargo is known at the time of the conclusion of the contract, such a change excludes any 
uncertainty. Moreover liability limits would be more exact of they would correspond to the 
individual value of a type of cargo, instead of, as it is now, to the average value of any type of 
cargo shipped by a specific means of transportation.79 
                                                 
79 See with regards to this problem in the current transport law: W. VERHEYEN “The DPD-case: a case for a 
parcel-specific liability regime?”, ETL 2013, 3-12. 
